
How to build a folly 
Folly at Hope Valley, built 2010-2016 



Our garden 2001 



Garden 2011 



The Glass Tower  2007 



The Viaduct 2020 



The Train 2020 



The Dragon 
Seat 2017 



The Butterfly House 2015 



The Purple Balls of Hope 2018 



The Dodoerie 2018 



The Dodo 



The Goose Bridge 2018 



The Goat Temple 2020 



The Tin Chapel 2008 



2008 – site before folly 



The gazebo before and after snow in 2009 



Bath House Wrest Park, Bedfordshire 
(Claire said she wanted one of these in the garden by the stream, but I 
wasn’t keen, but it  planted a seed about building a round something ) 



Work begins 2010 



(First concrete blocks going in with metal reinforcing rods) 



Underground room and start of tunnel marked out 



Metalwork from damaged gazebo used for domed roof and tunnel roof, 
then covered in chicken wire 



Inside tunnel –wire stitched to frame with stainless steel wire 



From above –squashed gazebo has been replaced with new stronger one 



Roof rendered with cement  



Inside the dome –the frame is still visible –this was then rendered on the 
inside 



20 tons of cheap soil is delivered and blocks the drive. We need to get to 
work the next day, so we spend an afternoon and evening furiously 
moving this lot onto the lawn. 



The soil is barrowed to the edge of the lawn and tipped down the bank, 
then spread over the tunnel. 



All the unwanted bits of block and stone are piled up in the hope of disguising the 
concrete block wall. It becomes apparent we don’t have nearly enough stuff. 



End of 2010 



2011 – work on tunnel recommences 



Second section of tunnel added at a slight angle to the first 



First two sections of tunnel ready for facing and small stone wall built to the left. 



Foel Ortho, Benybontfawr, nr Oswestry 
 

Another folly builder in Wales –We visit and pick up a tip of building with 
sandbags filled with gravel 



Foel Ortho amphitheatre 
 

Here is an amphitheatre under construction, entirely of sandbags 
covered in wire and render. 



Sandbag building 
 

Back home and sandbags are being filled to build up a bank that can be faced with 
stone 



Sandbags stacked and rendering begins 



Now stones dragged up from the stream are stuck to the sandbags to give a more 
natural appearance. 



The third and final section of the tunnel is added. 



The tunnel being buried 



The dome becomes a giant tortoise. I made the head from lumps of 6x2” 
timber and the legs from a eucalyptus tree that has recently died. 



Selected flat stones are stacked to made the door surround and the 
wood is covered in lead sheeting and hammered to make it more 
reptilian. 



Park Guell, Barcelona 
 

We had a holiday in Spain and seeing Gaudi’s work we thought we might 
cover the tortoise’s shell in mosaic tiles like this. 



I drew a tortoise shell pattern on the concrete and then started sticking 
mosaic tiles on. These were end of range bathroom tiles from ebay. 



The completed tortoise 



The tunnel roof ready for covering 



We bought ready sown sedum matting from a field in Wales. As the roof 
was so steep we held it on with screws and big washers. 



Roof covered. Despite only watering it for the first few days it survived 
with no soil underneath it and continues to flourish. 



Soil now up to roof ridge height. 



Complete tortoise shell. 





Inside the tunnel. 



Progress as at end of 2011 



2012 
I rendered the 
inside and Claire is 
busy painting it. 

 



Various gargoyles arrive for Christmas and birthday presents 







These two had been saved from a folly we had to leave behind when we 
moved house. 



 
 

Rohan’s Tower, 
Kent 

Here’s where they used to live 

 



Gravel floor laid in the tunnel 



The tunnel that leads nowhere 



At the end of the tunnel digging ceases as I begin to hit big tree roots. 



End of 2012 



2013 – rain causes bank erosion 
 

Building was delayed while I built a retaining wall to stop the stream eating the 
ground away near the tunnel. 



Here’s how close the tunnel is from the stream 



Back to the digging. At this point I have no plan, only that there should 
be some way of getting up the bank to the front lawn. A set of steps with 
maybe a curving ruined wall is anticipated. 



Before we go any further the big tree has to come down. 



Tunnel completed with a path up to the door –see how much the sedum 
has grown in a few months. 



Tortoise pattern mosaic floor added to the circular room. 



Grain elevator, Canada 
A visit to our daughter in Canada. On the prairies, the only buildings that stick 

up are these grain elevators that store grain and pump it into trucks . The 
wooden ones are rapidly being replaced with rows of concrete ones which are 

much less attractive. 



Another one, this time in a museum. I hatched an idea that maybe we 
could have a tower shaped like this to contain a staircase. Much cheaper 
than a brick tower and easier to build. 



Back home, I start to prepare the footings for the tower. It gets very wet 
as I approach the level of the stream. 



I throw all the mud as far as I can, and then realise I need a flat area to 
stand my bench on when cutting the wood for the tower, so all this heavy 
clay has to be moved a second time. 



As a precaution I add a drainage pipe under the concrete floor in case 
water pressure builds up. 



End of 2013 



2014 –the tower begins 
I covered the timbers at the bottom of the tower with a layer of plastic wood. 

This is a very tough material made from recycled plastic that will provide a 
good damp course.  



Assembling the first part of the frame 



The bottom of the tower in position 



Joining the base of the tower to the tunnel 



Looking down into the tunnel 



Floor of tower going in 



Cladding the outside 



Maybe this tree will have to be taken down. 





The first staircases are added. Because the ground is so steep and muddy 
it isn’t possible to stand a ladder or scaffold against the outside, so I 
decided to do the whole thing from the inside out once I’d got above 
standing height. 



A stage of building I didn’t much 
enjoy. In order to join the four corner 
posts, I had to stand on the top of 
that stepladder with a 
sledgehammer, and hammer the top 
lengths into the metal joining pieces 
to make an 18ft continuous height. 
The ladder wobbled and I had 
nothing to hold onto.   



From here up we couldn’t reach even with 
the step ladder, so all external pieces of 
timber were painted in advance and 
passed up ready to nail on. 



And here it rises with the red 
painted cladding. 



The first floor landing is put in. 



Now the top door frame is put up and the tower begins to be visible from 
the front lawn. 



Another scary stage as the top frame is 
assembled without anything to hang on to. 
The top is now 24ft above ground. 



The tower from the back –this end was left 
open as long as possible so that the 
timbers could be posted through the open 
side. 



The view across to the oak tree 
on the front lawn. 



Second set of stairs in place 



From the 
tunnel up into 
the tower 





View of the house and shed from the top 



Adding a hinged 
flap to create top 
level floor 



The tricky business of adding the roof entirely from the 
inside 



Final bits of corrugated roofing going on. 



Vulture 
(We had seen a metal vulture in the nearby ironworks and Claire wanted 
one to go on the roof of the tower –however the one we saw cost £750 
and was very heavy. We decided to make one from layers of plywood.) 





Inside the little room at 
the top with the floor 
folded down 



The tower completed (but 

note the door at the top going 
nowhere) 



A sack of corn and a rat inside the tower 



And a snail crawling up the wall 



2015 - 
Retirement 





Beginning the bridge 





The base across to the front lawn completed 



But how to support the handrails? (Pop round to next door and have a 
look at the bridge in the churchyard) 



Handrail uprights going in 



Painting the bridge 



Support in the shape of a grain elevator 



Handrails complete 



It needs a little decoration, so I’m adding a box girder bridge frame to it. 



All done 
(You can now do a circular walk – down the path to the tortoise, along the 

tunnel, up the tower, across the bridge then back across the lawn and down to 
the tortoise) 



End of 2015 
 



2016 – new steps and fence 
(The fence behind the tower was falling down, but the bank was so steep and 
slippery that I couldn’t stand on it, so I had to build the steps first in order to 

have something to stand on to reach the fence) 



The fence painted – Claire thought it would look less fence like if I shaped 
it like waves crashing down the slope. 



Just to show how steep the bank is. 



Completed view 



The steps just needed a focal point to 
aim for at the top, and so when we 
came across this arch we just had to 
bring it home. 





The End 


